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Abstract

Most geological processes are tied to heterogeneous microstructures, e.g. contami-

nated groundwater flow through porous media, production-induced compaction and/or

microfracturing of rocks under stress leading to large-scale earthquakes. Still, the abil-

ity to reliably image materials at the microscale from long-wavelength wave data re-

mains a major challenge to the geophysical, engineering and medical fields. At present,

when it comes to describing microstructures, we generally rely on tomographic images

of specific in-situ-acquired samples; a technique that is reliable and can capture re-

alistic structures. This digital sample approach, however, makes the generalisation

of microstructure complexity from single samples difficult to abstract and generalise.

Here, we present a novel framework to constrain microstructure geometry and proper-

ties from long-scale waves, which are known to be sensitive to microheterogeneities. To

quantify microstructures while maintaining generality we use two-point statistics, from

which we can analytically compute scale-dependent effective wave properties - such

as wavespeeds and attenuation - building on recent strong-contrast expansion (SCE)

theory for (visco)elastic wavefields. A key aspect of this SCE approach is that it

yields wave-equation-based effective properties at finite propagation frequencies, over-

coming limitations of static-elasticity approaches in capturing scale-dependent wave

behaviour. We apply the theory to acoustic and elastic waves in the long-wavelength

regime and additionally to higher-frequency fields at scales close to the coherent scat-

tering regime. By evaluating both analytical two-point correlation functions and that

of image samples we observe that both effective wavespeeds and attenuation of long-

scale waves predominantly depend on volume fraction and phase properties, and that

especially attenuation at small scales is highly sensitive to the geometry of microstruc-

ture heterogeneity (e.g. geometric hyperuniformity) due to incoherent inference of

sub-wavelenght multiple scattering. Our main goal is not only to discuss effective

wave behaviour, but primarily to investigate inferring microstructure properties from

observed effective wave parameters. To both solve this highly nonlinear inversion prob-

lem and take uncertainty into account, we use the supervised machine learning method

of Random Forests (RF) to construct a Bayesian inference approach. Assuming fixed

medium contrasts, we can accurately resolve two-point correlation functions sampled

from various microstructural configurations, including: a bead pack, Berea sandstone

and Ketton limestone samples. Rather importantly, we show that inversion of small-

scale-induced effective elastic wave data yields the best results, particularly compared

to single-wave-mode (e.g., acoustic only) information. Additionally, we show that the

retrieval of microscale medium contrasts is more difficult - as it is highly ill-posed - and

can only be achieved with specific a priori knowledge. Our results, being the first fully

nonlinear inference models of complex micro-descriptors from finite-frequency elastic



wave properties, are promising for many imaging applications, such as earthquake haz-

ard monitoring, non-destructive testing, imaging fluid flow properties in porous media,

quantifying sub-wavelength tissue properties in medical ultrasound, or designing ma-

terials with tailor-made wave properties.
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1 Introduction

The causal relation between microstructure heterogeneity and macroscopic properties and

phenomena - such as wave propagation - is of great importance in nature, however this rela-

tion is also often very complex due high degrees of non-linearity between microstructure and

long-scale properties. In the case of geophysics, for example, we would benefit enormously

from an improved ability to remotely map subsurface microstructures since e.g. earthquake

nucleation mechanisms - either anthropogenic or natural - are controlled by them. The for-

mer can be caused by either injection or extraction of material from the subsurface, affecting

the material microstructure and eventually resulting in rock failure after the formation of

microfractures. As a well-known case study, gas extraction from the Slochteren sandstone in

the Groningen field for over fifty years now has led to significant damage due to production-

induced earthquakes. In this scenario, the removal of gas from the sandstone microstructure

causes a decrease in pore fluid pressure, resulting in a larger vertical effective stress and

compaction (Spiers et al. [2017], van Wees et al. [2018], van Thienen-Visser and Breunese

[2015]). In addition, many potential measures to mitigate climate change require human

management of the subsurface, these could equally lead to detrimental side effects similar to

those seen at Groningen. Fluid injection in geothermal spots aims at maximising perme-

ability - e.g., through natural fracturing - to stimulate circulation for economically viable

energy production. The resulting increase in pore pressure can however cause shear failure

especially along pre-existing faults where material cohesion is close to zero (Gaucher et al.

[2015], Jha and Juanes [2014]). A similar process occurs with CO2 sequestration (CCS) that

alterates both physical and chemical properties of the subsurface microstructure (White and

Foxall [2016]). This introduces the additional risk of groundwater contamination, controlled

by microstructure characteristics like permeability, which in turn depends on porosity and

distribution of the pore space (Kang et al. [2010]). In addition countless more examples

of microstructure importance in geophysics, there is an equal interest from engineering and

medical disciplines (e.g. Dawson et al. [2003], Latch and McNeill [2006], Sadeghi-Naini et al.

[2017]).

Up until now, characterisation and quantification of in-situ microstructures relies on

risky and expensive sample acquisition (e.g., through borehole coring), followed by labora-

tory tomographic methods. More specifically, X-ray micro computed tomography (µ-CT) is

a well-established non-destructive imaging technique capable of monitoring 4D microstruc-

ture evolution with up to sub-micrometer resolution (Cnudde and Boone [2013]). After

imaging, there is a need for quantitative approaches to appropriately capture , abstract and
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realistically describe the widely-varying orders of complexity of materials. Though much

progress has been achieved, the task of microstructure quantification remains a major chal-

lenge. To this end, statistical microstructure descriptors (SMDs) are widely used solutions.

SMD examples are the n-point correlation functions Sn (Torquato and Stell [1982]), defined

as the probability that all n points in a certain random configuration are found in a phase

of interest. One problem, however, is the large computational demand to sample statistical

descriptors with high order correlations that are necessary to describe high order material

complexity. More specifically, when it comes to calculating correlations for n ≥ 3, it becomes

computationally inefficient to track all possible configurations. Recently Chen et al. [2019]

introduced n-point polytope functions Pn(r), giving the probability that for random regular

polytopes the vertices separated by r fall into a certain phase. This approach can easily

succesfully describe correlations up to high orders, e.g. n = 8, since the polytope regular-

ity allows for an efficient numerical sampling. The functions of both examples are equal

to the two-point correlation function S2 when n = 2, which albeit non-unique (e.g. Yeong

and Torquato [1998], Cule and Torquato [1999]) is an accessible descriptor for applications

ranging from microstructure reconstruction (Yeong and Torquato [1998], Jiao et al. [2007,

2008]) to prediction of macroscopic properties (Rechtsman and Torquato [2008], Kim and

Torquato [2020b,a]). In some applications, a combination of two-point correlation functions

with lineal-path functions (L2), or two-point cluster functions (C2) was used to account for

the non-uniqueness in reconstruction problems (e.g. Yeong and Torquato [1998], Jiao et al.

[2009]).

Next to microstructure quantification, there is the need to determine effective phys-

ical properties of these micro-heterogeneous media using upscaling methods. One such

approach is to use closed-form approximation formulas where geometrical - thus mathe-

matically tractable - inclusions are used to model microstructures (Gaunaurd and Überall

[1983], Kachanov and Sevostianov [2005]). The disadvantage of inclusion-based approaches,

however, is that these models are often too simplistic and too many competing models

are available for describing for microstructure-induced effective properties, such as wave

properties. In contrast, without committing to geometrical models, exact Strong-Contrast

Expansion (SCE) formulations are useful, as they rely on the above-mentioned n-point cor-

relation functions to describe micro-scale heterogeneity (Torquato [1997], Rechtsman and

Torquato [2008], Kim and Torquato [2020b,a]). In general, these SCE compute effective

wave characteristics (wavespeeds and attenuation) as a function of frequency by taking en-

semble averages over the microstructure descriptors. This procedure allows for an accurate

description of microstructure influence on finite-frequency wave propagation at long wave-
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length scales, as scattering is negligible with respect to incident wave propagation. However,

near the scattering regime (smaller wavelengths) SCE theory requires an additional correc-

tion approximately accounting for coherent scattering (Kim and Torquato [2020a,b]).

Imaging techniques such as seismic and ultrasound imaging in geophysics (e.g. Biondi

[2006], Virieux and Operto [2009], Stähler et al. [2011], Niederleithinger et al. [2015], Ravasi

et al. [2016]) and in medical applications (e.g. Gennisson et al. [2013], Sigrist et al. [2017],

Guasch et al. [2020]) can remotely characterise heterogeneous materials, however, they are

limited to the resolution of their wavelength which is often larger than the desired microscales.

Still, both in geophysics ad medicine, studies show that these techniques are indeed sensitive

to heterogeneity at the microscopic scale (Sayers [2005], Hatchell and Bourne [2005], Vas-

concelos and Grechka [2007], Gennisson et al. [2003], Tanter et al. [2008], Lu et al. [2016],

Sadeghi-Naini et al. [2017], Komar et al. [2019]). The goal of this study, therefore, is to make

a first step toward remotely imaging microstructures by inferring quantitative information

in the form of SMDs - and possibly microstructure phase properties - from effective finite-

frequency wave data. More specifically, the main goal is to extract two-point statistics (S2)

from effective wavespeed and attenuation computed using SCE theory which we extended to

visco-acoustic and -elastic media. Here, we compute acoustic and elastic wave parameters

from long-wavelength theories and additionally elastic wave properties near the coherent

scattering regime and invert these in three separate inference setups.

In general, the microstructure model space can have many degrees of freedom - includ-

ing physical phase contrasts and microstructure geometry - thus the inversion is likely to

be highly ill-posed. Therefore, it is important that we have access to the prediction un-

certainty as well as a method that can deal with the full nonlinear nature of the forward

calculation. For these reasons, we use a fully probabilistic approach to retrieve complete

posterior distributions. More specifically, we rely on the machine learning algorithm random

forests (RF, Breiman [2001]), a random ensemble of decision trees (Breiman et al. [1984]) to

unravel the non-linear relation between in- and output data, which has shown to be useful

in geophysical contexts (Reading et al. [2015], Rouet-Leduc et al. [2017]). The Scikit-learn

library in Python (Pedregosa et al. [2011]) is a very accessible and powerful tool to this end.

The data in this study are synthetic, and consist of a large collection of two-point medium

statistics with corresponding analytically computed effective wavespeed and attenuation per

propagating frequency.

Finally, one recently-discovered, interesting measurable state of soft matter is the so-

called hyperuniformity, which is characterised by slow decay of volume fraction fluctuations
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at large scales with respect to the volume of a certain expanding observation window (Zachary

and Torquato [2009]). Hyperuniform materials occur in various forms in nature, e.g. as

crystals, and can also occur in the geophysical field as two-phase heterogeneous media (Xu

et al. [2017]). Kim and Torquato [2020a] showed that hyperuniformity can have signatures

in effective wave properties; it namely suppresses attenuation due to scattering. This leads

us to the hypothesis that when we are able to get accurate estimates of SMDs we may be

able to detect hyperuniformity from effective wave data.

Here, we begin by briefly reviewing low-order statistical microstructure descriptors (SMDs)

in the form of two-point correlation functions, and on how we sample them from digital mi-

crostructure images. Next, we cover the theory of strong-contrast expansions (SCEs), which

allow us to directly tie effective wave properties at finite frequencies to SMDs - discussing

the cases of acoustic, and the so-called local and nonlocal elastic SCEs. Using this frame-

work connecting SMDs to wave properties, we then present the inverse problem of inferring

microstructures in a Bayesian sense, and describe our supervised-learning Random-Forest

(RF) approach to solving the inference problem. Finally, we present inference results for

three benchmark microstructures with different degrees of complexity, discussing the role of

features and priors in the estimation, together with physical insights based on the different

SCE theories used.

2 Statistical microstructure descriptors

2.1 Two-point statistics

Here we consider microstructures of two phase random media - examples are porous media,

composites and polycrystals - and generalise them using two-point correlation functions [e.g.,

Torquato et al., 1988]. Throughout this work we consider binary microstructure images,

where in case of a porous medium the black and white regions represent pores (phase 2) and

the solid (phase 1) respectively. We introduce the indicator function for phase i as:

I(i)(x) =

{
1, x ∈ phase i

0, otherwise
, for i = 1, 2 (1)

The volume fraction of each phase is expressed by the quantity φi ≡ 〈I(i)(x)〉, i.e. the

ensemble average. From this it follows that the two-point correlation function reads

S
(i)
2 (x1,x2) ≡ 〈I(i)(x1)I(i)(x2)〉. (2)
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For statistical homogeneous and isotropic media which we consider here and r = x2 − x1,

we have:

S
(i)
2 (x1,x2) = S

(i)
2 (‖r‖) = S

(i)
2 (r). (3)

Logically, for r = 0 we have

S
(i)
2 (0) = φi, (4)

and when there are no long range orders,

lim
r→∞

S
(i)
2 (r) = φ2

i . (5)

We can analytically estimate the average pore or grain size with the derivative of S
(i)
2 (r) at

r = 0:

l̄(i) =

∣∣∣∣∣ φi

S
(i)′
2 (0)

∣∣∣∣∣, (6)

Which we can directly determine from the intersection of that slope with the x-axis (Mosser

et al. [2017]). The scaled autocovariance function, which is independent of volume fraction

and the choice of phase (i), equals

f(r) =
χ(r)

φ1φ2

=
S
(i)
2 (r)− φ2

i

φ1φ2

, (7)

with χ(r) the autocovariance function, and is useful for comparing curve shapes. All neces-

sary conditions for S2 and f can be found in Torquato [2006].

In the special case of hyperuniformity, random media possess unique geometric regularity

properties and can be mathematically detected when the autocovariance spectral density has

a zero infinite wavelength component (Zachary and Torquato [2009]):

Aτ = lim
k→0

χ̃(k) = 0. (8)

Therefore, using the convention χ̃(k) =
∫
Rd χ(r) exp(−ikr)dr, the hyperuniform condition

in the spatial domain is (e.g. Xu et al. [2017]):

Aτ =

∫
r

[
S2(r)− φ2

]
Ωd(r)dr = 0, (9)

where Ωd(r) is the surface area of a sphere with radius r in d dimensions. Here, we mainly

use the spatial formulation for image samples because numerical fast Fourier transform com-
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putations are bound by finite r samples from their resolutions - making the evaluation of

Fourier coefficients near zero frequency fairly unstable. In addition, instead of evaluating

absolute numbers, we compare the relative degree of hyperuniformity between samples and

eventually relate this to effective wave properties.

When aiming at studying the geometry of micro-heterogeneous materials, it is useful to

introduce a few analytical examples of scaled autocovariance functions of statistical homoge-

neous and isotropic media, since wisely chosen combinations have shown to closely fit those

of certain real microstructure samples (Jiao et al. [2007, 2008]). Arguably, the simplest ex-

ample of scaled autocovariance functions is that of a Debye random medium (Debye et al.

[1957]), which is a monotonically decaying function (figure 1a):

fD(r) = exp(r/aD), (10)

where aD is a characteristic length scale of particles with random shapes and sizes. This

scaled autocovariance function has frequently shown to be realizable for reconstruction (e.g.

Yeong and Torquato [1998]). Damped oscillations are an originally hypothetical - though

realizable - family of functions, given by (Yeong and Torquato [1998]):

fO(r) = exp(r/aO) cos(qr + ψ), (11)

characterised by anti-correlations controlled by the wavenumber q (figure 1a). The ex-

ponent with length scale aO determines the oscillation amplitude and with it the long scale

correlations. Note that when q, ψ → 0, the function equals that of Debye media. The os-

cillation troughs represent ‘repulsions’ of particles due to the first phase separating them -

in other words, geometric anti-correlations for a single material phase. Penetrable spheres,

as an opposing example to impenetrable spheres, are allowed to connect and therefore the

oscillating nature in the scaled autocovariance function diminishes. Note that the damped

oscillating autocovariance function is significantly more hyperuniform compared to that of

Debye random media (figure 1b). Other examples are power-law correlated materials and

cubic lattice packings (e.g. Rechtsman and Torquato [2008]). In general two point corre-

lation function shapes of real samples can be approximated using complex maps of convex

combinations and products of basis functions (for examples see Jiao et al. [2007]). Here we

will use only convex combinations of m functions giving the effective scaled autocovariance

function f e:

f e(r) =
m∑
i=1

αifi(r) , (12)
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Examples of analytical two-point correlation functions with varying medium length
scales (here a is either aD or aO), medium type (8) and (9) and volume fraction φ2. For the damped
oscillating function: q = 1/4 and ψ = 0. In (b) the corresponding spectral densities are shown to
compare the degree of hyperuniformity (8).

when choosing to represent families of scaled autocovariance functions for the purpose of

training in machine learning.

2.2 From microstructure images to SMDs

Next to analytical correlation functions we will evaluate real microstructure data for bench-

marking. To this end, we built a fit-for-purpose Python class including a method that

takes two-dimensional tomographic images into two-phase binary microstructures using im-

age processing tools from scikit-image (Van der Walt et al. [2014]). Subsequently, this

microstructure is quantified into two-point correlation functions. We will use the orthogo-

nal sampling method of Yeong and Torquato [1998], which has proven to be accurate for

statistical isotropic media.

The binary samples in figure 2 are from the open data repository of Mosser et al. [2017].

The bead pack sample consists of equally sized spheres with 50 pixels diameter and a porosity

of φ2 = 0.36. It has a total one-dimensional size of 500 pixels and a pixel size of 3µm. The

well-known berea sandstone in figure 2b contains angular grains of medium to fine size with a

pore space fraction of φ2 = 0.20 (Pepper et al. [1954]) and extents 400 pixels in each direction

with a pixel size of 3 µm. The Ketton sample is less porous with relatively large grains, as
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Two-dimensional representations of microstructure samples used in this study. The
white phase (i = 1) contains the particle phase and the black phase represents the pores. We refer
to these samples as (a) bead pack, (b) Berea sandstone and (c) Ketton limestone (Mosser et al.
[2017]).

is characteristic for oolitic limestones (Emery et al. [1988]). The image size is 256 pixels

per dimension and the pixel size is 15.2 µm. Figure 3 shows the radial averaged two-point

correlation functions for these samples. In general the length of these curves equal half the

total sample size. However to generalise we truncate each curve at r = 100 pixels. The

oscillating nature that arises in the bead pack curve is expected since the sample consists of

impenetrable spheres, as discussed in the previous section. On the other hand, the Ketton

sample contains grains that can be seen as penetrable spheres resulting in little to no repulsion

in the S2 curve. A low amplitude oscillation arises in the S2 of the Berea sample. To verify

statistical isotropy we compared this radial average with the two-point correlation function in

all directions. With the exception of the Ketton sample, which shows significant anisotropy,

all samples have no directional variance and can be treated as isotropic (Appendix 8, Mosser

et al. [2017]). In this work we only work with the radial average correlation functions and

as such treat the Ketton sample as statistically isotropic. This suffices for this work as we

are only interested in the connection between S2 and effective wave properties, however for

potential reconstruction purposes in real case scenarios, it is recommended not to use the

radial average for such ytpes of anisotropic samples. Although samples here are shown in two

dimensions, the calculations in the following section are based on three-dimensional media

which is justified by the assumption of statistical isotropy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: SMDs for samples in figure 2, with the two-point correlation functions in (a) and the
integrals of equation (9) in (b). The dashed line in (a) is provided to give an estimate of the average
pore size per sample. The sum of the marked areas in (b) yields the degree of hyperuniformity.

Figure 3b shows the integral in (9) as a function of cut-off values r. For a hyperuniform

material this curve would be converging to approximately zero. These samples are thus not

hyperuniform but we can distinguish relative differences. Namely, the increasing order of

degree of hyperuniformity is bead pack, Berea and then Ketton. Here we clearly see the

effect of resolution limitations, which the spectral density would not reveal. Moreover, if

this curve were truncated at r ≈ 70, we would conclude that the bead pack was completely

hyperuniform, leading to misinterpretations. As an additional side-note, if the two-point

correlation functions would have been sampled from two-dimensional images the surface

area Ωd(r) would have been proportional to r instead of r2, resulting in a relatively lower

weight on the higher radial distances. In that scenario the bead pack curve in figure 3b

might not have descended as strongly causing different degrees of hyperuniformity - here we

maintain 3D weighting in the hyperuniformity measure to represent geometric uniformity of

corresponding 3D microstructures.

3 Effective wave properties at finite frequencies

Together with phase properties we can analytically compute frequency-dependent effective

wave properties from two-point correlation functions using SCE theory (Kim and Torquato

[2020a]). More specifically, the aim is to compute the effective longitudinal (P-wave) and

transverse (S-wave) wavespeeds (Re{cLe } and Re{cTe }, respectively) and attenuation coeffi-

cients (Im{cLe } and Im{cTe }, respectively) as a function of frequency as if the medium were
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described by a homogeneous continuum. The input properties are both wavespeeds per

phase (cLi , cTi ), which can either be real- or complex-valued - allowing us to account for

intrinsic attenuation at the microscale. Kim and Torquato [2020a] only used real values,

such that each phase on their own is dissipationless. In contrast, we will here extend the

theory to viscoelastic media where the individual wavespeeds are complex but constant with

frequency - this assumption is reasonable because single-phase particle sizes are already con-

sidered much smaller than the wavelength, and as such sub-microscale attenuation is likely

frequency-independent regardless of absoprtion mechanism. Here, we describe the direct an-

alytical calculation of effective properties and leave the derivation details to the Appendix.

Throughout this work, phase q is the reference phase and phase p the ‘polarized’ or ‘per-

turbation’ phase (p 6= q). Both p and q can be phase 1 or 2 in practice. The mass density

ρ is assumed constant in the following derivations and the media are three-dimensional.

Since we have assumed all media to be statistically isotropic - and thus also macroscopically

isotropic - we retrieve isotropic-elastic solutions, where each wave mode is described a single

scalar wavespeed. Rather, importantly, here we note that these isotropy assumptions are

not a requirement for validity of our inference methods, nor are they a limitation of the SCE

theory - we make these assumptions to begin with the simpler, more physically and numeri-

cally straightforward cases. Both the SCE theory and our approach extend, in principle, to

statistically anisotropic materials, and to phases with arbitrarily complex stiffness tensors -

though these more complicated cases are beyond the scope of this study.

In general, the procedure is to formulate stress perturbations from medium hetero-

geneities that act locally as point scatterers, resulting in long-wavelength energy loss due

to incoherent scattering at small scales. Thus, in the case where the wavelength dominates

over the microstructure scale (the long-wavelength regime) the attenuation mechanism is

sub-wavelength Rayleigh scattering. In that case we formulate a homogenised (spatially

averaged) constitutive relation, where the contrast source is related to the resulting wave-

field through a constant tensor. This relation is local in space, meaning that the resulting

field at position x depends on the effective medium contrast at x. Incident waves with

smaller wavelengths, however, cause many scattered waves with more coherent interference

resulting in a non-trivial homogenisation of the constitutive relation. The approach of Kim

and Torquato [2020b] and Kim and Torquato [2020a] for this nonlocal case is to assume

that the similar homogenisation is valid when a correction term for the scattered waves is

added, which we follow herein. In this manner we approximately capture the shift in physics

from the long-wavelength effective regime to the semi-coherent scattering regime - and can

investigate their relative contributions to the inversion problem.
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When it comes to accuracy related to their convergence behaviour, we note that strong

contrast expansions can theoretically evaluate infinite sets of n-point microstructure correla-

tion functions. More pragmatically, it has been shown that these expansions converge rapidly

(Torquato [1997]), enabling reasonably accurate approximations when truncated at the two-

and three-point level. Here, we rely solely on two-point-truncated SCEs as we only rely on

two-point statistics for SMDs. The role of higher-order descriptors and their corresponding

SCE correction terms may be important, but is the subject of future research.

3.1 Pure-mode longitudinal waves

Here, we consider the case where longitudinal and transverse waves are decoupled, reducing

our problem to pure longitudinal (acoustic) waves. This is the simplest elastic wave setting,

and thus the starting point for building an inference method for microstructure. This choice

results in scalar wave equations for the two elastic wave modes, each similar in form to that

in Rechtsman and Torquato [2008]. We follow their derivation as the interference between

propagation modes is neglected. For the purpose of analysing frequency-dependent effects,

we derive the effective acoustic wavespeed as a function of frequency:

cLe (ω) ≡

√
ω2

σe(ω)
, (13)

where ω, the L superscript denotes longitudinal waves, and kLe =
√
σe are the angular

frequency and effective wavenumber, respectively. The latter is defined by:

σe + 2σq
σe − σq

=
φp − A2(kq) βpq

φ2
p βpq

, (14)

with

βpq ≡
σp − σq
σp + 2σq

, (15)

and

A2(Q) =
Q2

2π

∫
eiQr

r
χ(r)dr, (16)

whereQ is an arbitrary wavenumber. This approximation is only valid in the long-wavelength

regime. Here, eiQr/(4πr) is the scalar Green’s function in the reference phase obeying the

Helmholtz equation. See Appendix 8 and Rechtsman and Torquato [2008] for the derivation.

Before discussing elastic theory we briefly discuss effective acoustic properties of the

analytical media shown in figure 1a to describe the general characteristic behaviour of the

SCE calculations; see figure 4. The frequency range is chosen from λ/L ≥ 4, with L a chosen
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characteristic microstructure length scale, not larger since most far-field imaging techniques

do not have higher resolution due to the diffraction limit (Virieux and Operto [2009], Huang

and Schuster [2014]) - and not smaller because of the local approach that can not see beyond

such small scales. First of all, the absolute wavespeed and attenuation at large scales is

predominantly dependent on volume fraction; this is in line with electromagnetic observations

of Rechtsman and Torquato [2008] in the quasistatic regime. Effective wavespeeds are nearly

constant with scale except for wavelengths near the scattering regime where some dispersion

occurs. Attenuation increases much more strongly towards the coherent scattering regime,

which is expected. The magnitude of coherent versus incoherent scattering at any given

frequency clearly on medium geometry - captured by the scaled autocovariance functions.

For instance, Debye random media with a larger characteristic length scale cause larger

amounts of incoherent scattering. This is in comparison to more ‘ordered’ media, e.g.,

the damped oscillating function being more hyperuniform than the Debye random media

with a similar volume fraction (figure 1b) is less sensitive to incoherent scattering, which

has been observed before by Kim and Torquato [2020a] who even found materials that

are completely transparent at long wave scales. The fact that this measurable state of

matter (i.e., hyperuniformity) shines through in effective wave observations may be of large

importance in geophysics and enginering, since hyperuniform materials have shown to possess

relatively large brittle strength compared to nonhyperuniform counterparts (Xu et al. [2017]).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Scale-dependent effective acoustic wavespeed (a) and attenuation (b) for the two-point
correlation functions in figure 1a. Note that the absolute values are predominantly determined by
the volume fraction, and the curvature by the shape of f(r). Here we use cL1 /c

L
2 = AL2 /A

L
1 = 2.
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3.2 Frequency-dependent effective stiffness and wave properties

Next, we follow the derivation of Kim and Torquato [2020a] in which we include transverse

waves and the interaction between both modes. Now the goal is to determine the effective

elastic moduli in the effective stiffness tensor, which in this case are formulated as a function

of the reference longitudinal wavenumber (Kim and Torquato [2020b]):

cLe (kLq ) ≡

√
Ke(kLq ) + 4/3Ge(kLq )

ρ
, (17)

cTe (kLq ) ≡

√
Ge(kLq )

ρ
, (18)

where Ke(k
L
q ) is the effective bulk modulus and Ge(k

L
q ) the effective shear modulus, which

are computed through:

Ke(k
L
q )

Kq

= 1−
κpq φ

2
p (1 + 4Gq/3/Kq)

C2(kLq ) + φp (κpq φp − 1)
, (19)

Ge(k
L
q )

Gq

= 1−
5µpq φ

2
p (1 + 4Gq/3/Kq)

2(1 + 2Gq/Kq) (D2(kLq ) + φp (µpq φp − 1))
, (20)

with

κpq ≡
Kp −Kq

Kp + 4Gq/3
(21)

and

µpq ≡
Gp −Gq

Gp + (3Kq/2 + 4Gq/3)Gq/(Kq + 2Gq)
, (22)

which are the strong-contrast parameters for the bulk and shear moduli, respectively. In

addition:

C2(k
L
q ) =

√
π

2
F(kLq )κpq (23)

D2(k
L
q ) =

√
π

2

3 cLq F(kTq ) + 2 cTq F(kLq )

3 cLq
2 + 2 cTq

2 µpq. (24)

Here, F(Q) = 1/
√

2πA2(Q) is the so-called attenuation function, valid in only the long-

wavelength regime. To extend this theory to the intermediate wavelength regime (i.e., higher

frequencies close to the coherent diffraction limit), we add a term to the attenuation function

that accounts for incident scattered waves, resulting in the following attenuation function.

F (Q) ≡ i
Q(3/2)

√
π

∫ √
r eiQr sin(Qr)χ(r) dr (25)
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The derivation for this corrext version of f can be found in Appendix 8 and in Kim and

Torquato [2020a].

3.3 Finite-frequency effective properties from image samples

To treat the problem of inverting for microstructure descriptors from wave properties, we

note that the forward operator in question is non-linear - due to wavefield interactions with

the complex microstructure heterogeneity. This forward relation is generally given by

d = G(m), (26)

where the data d consist of effective wave properties and the model space (m) includes

SMDs and elastic properties of each phase. For the porous media we use as an example,

the particles (white phase, i = 1) are the stiffer phase. We therefore in general expect the

effective stiffness to be reduced by influence of the more compliant pores, as well as scattering-

induced dissipation to occur by virtue on introducing microheterogeneity. In addition, the

effective attenuation is expected to depend on wavenumber, due to the aforementioned scale-

dependent multiple scattering mechanism for energy dissipation.

We use equal physical medium parameters for each sample - i.e., white- and black-phase

elastic constants are the same for all case - even though in reality these can differ significantly

based on the materials themselves, and what the choice for the controlling phases are in terms

of microstructure features (e.g., pores, mineral phases, etc.). For example, the stiffness of a

limestone matrix in general differs from that of sandstones; the stiffness of the pore phase

depends on what it stores - e.g. gas, water or oil. In addition, we assume that the samples

have equal scales, i.e., equal pixel dimensions - even though in reality the Ketton sample we

use here has a larger pixel width than the other samples. This will however not affect our

results significantly, since the SCE theory is valid for all microstructure scales - thus we use

these samples for method validation and illustration. Here, we choose parameters loosely

based on brine-filled sandstone . That is, cL1 = 4500 m/s, cL2 = 1500 m/s, cL1 /c
T
1 = 1.6;

since shear moduli for fluids is zero, we set this to a relatively small value to avoid numerical

issues (cT2 = 1 m/s) and the attenuation, i.e. Q−1 where Q is the quality factor, is chosen as

QL
1 = 250, QL

2 = 50, QT
1 = 150 and QT

2 = 1 (Anderson and Lieberman [1966], Toksöz et al.

[1979], Han et al. [1986]).

Figure 5 displays both effective longitudinal and transverse wavespeed and attenuation

for the samples used in this study. We extend the frequency range for the nonlocal SCE

case from λ/L = 4 to λ/L = 2 since to approximately account for coherent scattered

waves at the small wavenumbers. Again, we notice effective wavespeed variation only at
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small wavelength scales (tied to wave dispersion in coherent scattering) and the effective

attenuation increases more strongly at small scales, in agreement with scattering theory. At

larger scales attenuation stagnates and approaches the assigned viscous dissipation values.

In case of purely elastic media this asymptotic behaviour would disappear and attenuation

at long scales would be zero (Kim and Torquato [2020b,a]). Due to the near-zero dependence

on frequency, at longer wavelengths, the absolute attenuation values are mainly determined

by medium properties and volume fraction. When looking at the attenuation at smaller

wavelengths (e.g., λ/L < 10), we can conclude that there is stronger incoherent scattering

in the bead pack sample than in the other samples. This can be caused by several aspects

shown in figure 3. For instance, this sample has larger average particle size causing stronger

incoherent multiple scattering at the shown scales. More importantly, it appears that the

bead pack has the lowest degree of hyperuniformity (figure 3b) - indicating its greater degree

of geometric irregularity leads to more pronounced incoherent scattering. Although our

samples are all strictly nonhyperuniform, we see relative differences which are likely to have

an expression on the effective wave properties. Moreover, the amount of attenuation due to

incoherent scattering - next to the difference due to volume fractions - is higher in Berea

than in the Ketton sample, which is reflected in their relative hyperuniformity.

Both the acoustic and local elastic cases have similar trends, however, there are absolute

differences between the two; the wavespeed of purely acoustic waves is lower and attenuation

higher. This is likely caused by elastic energy transfer - due to sub-wavelength mode con-

versions - from scattered or incident longitudinal to transverse energy and vice versa, in the

case of elastic waves. In contrast, the nonlocal approximation converges to the local theory

at large scales - indicating the scales where purely incoherent scattering controls effective

wave behaviour. At short scales, it exceeds (in term of absolute magnitudes) both other

SCEs, as is expected from the form of correction term for coherent scattering present in the

nonlocal SCE. Noteworthy is the observation that the bead pack attenuation has a minimum

at intermediate scales. In fact, it seems that the oscillatory behaviour of the sample S2s is

captured in the effective properties under the nonlocal approximation, opposite to the local

cases, indicating a more unique relation between the data d and model m.
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(a) Longitudinal waves (b) Transverse waves

Figure 5: Effective (a) longitudinal and (b) transverse wave properties computed from the acoustic
(equations (13) - (16)), local elastic (equations (17) - (24)) and nonlocal elastic (equations (17) -
(25)) theories. Physical phase quantities used for the samples in figure 2 are stated in the main
text.

4 Inverse problem

4.1 Bayesian inference

A wide variety of approaches is used in imaging (e.g., geophysical, medical) to solve non-linear

inverse problems, ranging from deterministic gradient-based least-squares optimization and

Gauss-Newton iterative algorithms (e.g. Scales [1987], Pratt et al. [1998]) to probabilistic

approaches aiming to find a maximum posterior solution by brute force sampling algorithms

(e.g. Geyer [1992]). Instead of providing single best-fit models these methods yield full

posterior distributions thus giving uncertainty estimates. Deterministic inversion relies on

physical understanding of the forward operator G - which is highly nonlinear in our problem

- and often requires linearisation around some chosen prior model. In addition, in most cases

it yields but a single solution. Bayesian inference is an alternative approach that provides
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the posterior probability solution p(m|d) obeying Bayes’ theorem (Scales et al. [1994]):

p(m|d) =
f(d|m) ρ(m)

h(d)
, (27)

which is the likelihood multiplied by the prior beliefs about the model before the data are

observed, scaled by the evidence. For a given dataset where the evidence (i.e., data variance)

is constant, the posterior distribution directly depends on the prior and likelihood terms.

Explicitly calculating the posterior probability using Bayes’ theorem is typically difficult.

In practice this is only done when the (often naive) assumption of feature independence is

applied (Rish et al. [2001]). More frequently, the posterior is approximated using sampling

methods. Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods like the Metropolis algorithm are a well

known example that repeatedly sample the likelihood term starting from a first model esti-

mate (Tarantola [2005]). These methods are however expensive as the forward model needs

to be called many times to yield an acceptable posterior distribution including uncertainties.

Supervised machine learning (ML) algorithms sample the posterior probability - directly or

indirectly - for a given set of d and m, i.e. the training data. The posterior solution of

the training set therefore completely depends on the prior (ρ(m)) and on ML model pa-

rameters that determine how the in- and output relation is constructed (θ). When these

parameters are set satisfactory and the model is trained to map data into model parameters

based on the training data, we can insert new data to search for maximum posterior solutions.

In fact, single ML predictions (m̂ = Ĝ−1(d)) are function estimators that map new data

into a model and as such approximate the inverse of G in (26). Taking the average of our

posterior distribution in (27) yields this estimator. The misfit between each estimator and

actual model is here formulated by the mean squared error (MSE), which can be decomposed

into variance and bias (Goodfellow et al. [2016]):

MSE = E[‖m̂−m‖2 (28)

=
N∑
i=0

Bias(m̂i,mi)
2 + Var(m̂i), (29)

where N is the size of the discrete model vector. This decomposition will be of practi-

cal use when analysing future inferences. Moreover, additional parameters θ capture the

model capacity, high if the training data is optimally fit and lower when the ML model is

constrained. This has the direct consequence to the posterior solution that its bias (under-

fitting) decreases and its variance (overfitting) increases with capacity. Our goal is to find
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the optimal capacity point where the sum of both contributions is minimal. The advantage

of the probabilistic approach is that prediction uncertainties are captured in the posterior.

The degree of non-linearity of G on the model parameters determines the shape of the pos-

terior probability, being Gaussian for linear models (if prior distributions are also Gaussian)

and deviating from Gaussian with stronger non-linearity (Tarantola [2005]). In the case

of Gaussian distributions we can fit an analytical curve to compute standard deviation for

uncertainty quantification.

4.2 Random forests

Random forests are collections of independent decision trees - each of them being an in-

dividual ML model - and as such are deemed as an ensemble training method (Breiman

[2001]). A decision tree is a flowchart-like structure consisting of nodes that split input data

samples in the most ‘efficient’ manner to categorise them, and extends to a specified limited

depth or to a depth when no splits are longer possible. Non-linearity therefore arises from

a combination of multiple linear splits. For each split the MSE, which is here the distance

between the actual target and where it would be after a split, is computed to maximally

reduce variance. After the final split a leaf node gives a prediction in the form of either

classification or regression where the latter is the case for inversion problems. In general

the output is an average over all decision trees, thus providing a single model in terms of

expected value. However, when we have access to the predictions of each individual decision

tree we can draw posterior distributions that obey Bayes theorem (27). Moreover, we infer

posterior beliefs from the prior that the ML model constructed. We will consider an array of

size (Nsamples, Nfeatures) for the training data where Nsamples is the amount of data samples

and Nfeatures is the number of features per sample (here the components of d). For each

sample we have a corresponding target (here model m), being either a scalar or vector,

thus giving a total target array of size (Nsamples, Ntargets). Single decision trees are prone to

overfitting - they fit noise - being of low predictive capacity to new data. Bagging (boot-

strap aggregating) is therefore applied to reduce variance without raising bias. It randomly

selects training samples to construct individual trees allowing multiple sample occurrences

(i.e. with replacement), creating a new dataset with size equal to the training set. This is

a crucial step, because trees would be correlated when composed from the complete original

training set, inhibiting variance reduction. In this way we additionally have access to the

generalization error (measure of prediction misfit to unseen data) in the form of out-of-bag

error (OOB error), i.e. the mean prediction error of each training sample using only trees

that were constructed without that particular sample. The last step that distinguishes the
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RF from other decision tree algorithms (Breiman et al. [1984]) is feature bagging. Here

the model only considers random feature subsets per split. The rationale is that allowing

each tree node to evaluate the entire feature space would lead to many trees making splits

based on certain important features, again causing correlation among trees. By default an

RF regression tree considers Nfeatures/3 per split when feature bagging is applied (James

et al. [2013]), however optimal values for this differ per problem and can be found by cross-

validation or OOB error evaluation. Similarly we can fine-tune hyperparameters like number

of trees, maximum tree depth, the minimum required amount of samples arriving at a node

to make a split, the minimum required amount of samples arriving at a leaf node and others

in the RandomForestRegressor class of Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. [2011]). Limiting the

tree sizes via the latter three mentioned examples might have the risk to cause a bias in-

crease, whereas a limit on the amount of trees might cause a large variance. In this way RF

models accommodate capacity adjustments to find an optimal bias-variance combination.

4.3 Inference model setup and feature choice

In an ideal world we would like to be able to solve for medium contrast and microstructure

geometry in the form of S2(r) - including volume fraction. However, this problem suffers from

ill-posedness, since there logically is a trade-off between medium contrast and volume fraction

mainly at longer wavelength scales where coherent scattering is negligible (figure 5). For this

reason we will mainly focus on the case where medium contrasts are known a priori, and

hence on the retrieval of medium geometry captured in the S2 functions. In one example we

instead assume known volume fraction and infer phase contrast and microstructure geometry.

Creating training data for our RF model involves generating either random synthetic S2

models, collecting an array of real image sample data or both, from which we analytically

compute effective wave properties. This is directly correlated to our prior ρ(m) - limiting

variation of included S2 functions restricts the prior and vice versa. Due to relatively large

geometry differences of the samples in figures 2 and 3 we will use a relatively broad prior

to include as many S2 curves as possible. To this end we use equation (12) to combine

scaled autocovariance functions of Debye random media (10) and damped oscillations (11).

This, however, mainly accommodates oscillations at small r values instead of at every radial

distance. For that reason, we add an additional perturbation to each scaled autocovariance

function, namely summed cosines with random wavenumbers, amplitude and phase (figure

6a). All variables involved when building the S2 data (volume fraction, characteristic length,

etc.) are sampled from uniform distributions. Even though we can not ensure each function’s

realizability (in terms of yielding microstructures), being only interested in recovering corre-
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Two different prior S2 distributions, where in (a) we used a combination of Debye (10)
and Damped oscillating (11) basis functions with an additional oscillating perturbation. In (b) we
used only Debye functions with different characteristic length scales.

lation functions of actual samples justifies using potentially non-realizable functions in our

prior. In other words, having potentially non-realisable S2 functions in our training serves

the purpose of building a wide basis of a priori SMDs and associated wave signatures.

Secondly, after the effective wave properties are computed for each medium representa-

tion, we investigate the most efficient input and composition of our RF model. For starters

it seems most trivial to include solely the scalar wavespeed and attenuation per wavenumber

into the feature space. However it may be beneficial to additionally include the first and

second derivative of both quantities. Figure 7 shows a test RF model to investigate this. To

this end we construct a prior with only Debye random media (figure 6b), reducing our model

space to the volume fraction and characteristic length aD - which controls the behaviour of

S2. Then, we compute their elastic wavespeed and attenuation using the acoustic theory

to subsequently set up a simple 50 tree RF model. Clearly, in this case, the addition of

both derivatives significantly improves the model’s inference accuracy. Although the volume

fraction is well resolved without the derivatives (figure 7a), the characteristic length (i.e.,

microstructure geometry) is not. Looking at figure 5 we can explain this on the basis that

volume fraction for a large part determines the absolute wave properties, and medium ge-

ometry the curve shapes and curvature at small wavelengths. Therefore adding derivatives

to the feature space increases the model sensitivity to medium geometry. However, when

we use the prior in figure 6a and solve for the complete S2s we notice completely different

results. Whereas in the previous example the derivatives play the most important role (fig-
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Random forest regression of characteristic length scale and volume fraction, where in
(7a) the feature space includes solely the wavespeed and attenuation and in (7b) it additionally
includes their first and second derivatives. Here we used c1/c2 = A2/A1 = 2 and Nsamples = 5000.

ure 8a), the derivatives for the more complex RF regression not seem to have a significant

effect looking at the feature importance (figure 8b). In this latter case the scalar attenuation

values are most important, similarly to the local elastic case where longitudinal attenuation

is more important than that of transverse waves (figure 8c). However, even different be-

haviour occurs in the nonlocal elastic case; here both longitudinal and transverse wavespeed

dominate, with some contribution of their attenuation (figure 8d). Therefore it is impossible

to determine a generally unique relation between the RF regression problem at hand and

feature importance. One of the reasons for this difficulty is that the feature importance is

dependent on the individual model parameter combination (volume fraction, characteristic

length, or a particular S2 sample). Adding derivatives adds computation time at training,

but when feasible is still recommended to expand the feature space from which the RF model

can learn. It is possible that additional, hereto unknown, features could further aid in the

inference, but further investigation into this is the subject of future study.
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(a) Debye prior acoustic (b) Complex prior acoustic

(c) Complex prior local elastic (d) Complex prior nonlocal elastic

Figure 8: Feature importances of four different RF models, where for (a) the S2 prior distribution
in figure 6b is used and for (b)-(d) that in figure 6a. The dashed and dotted lines represent the first
and second derivatives respectively, which are truncated at half their total length as they approach
zero in the long-wavelength regime. The importance per feature is calculated as the relative degree
of variance reduction after a split based on that particular feature.

5 Microstructure inference results

For our inference validation, we use physical medium (i.e., individual phase) properties equal

to that used in figure 5 - and the prior S2 model distribution as in figure 6a. We built RF

models with Nsamples = 1 million and a hunderd trees for each of the three presented wave

theories, and used these models to simultaneously predict the S2s of all three samples in

figure 2. The resulting nine predictions are shown in figure 9, where the 95 % confidence

interval width gives an estimate of the posterior probability uncertainty to which a Gaussian

is fitted - this is done to simplify the interpretation of our inferred posterior distributions,

whose deviations from Gaussian are not extreme. In general, we see that the true model

falls within confidence interval for all examples, and the estimator (i.e. the posterior mean)

fits the true model well with relatively high certainty - especially for the volume fraction -

however there are some differences between using different SCEs. The acoustic case, for one
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thing, yields a rather parsimonious solution with a significant bias to the oscillating Bead

pack curve, which is expected considering that S2 oscillations are not clearly pronounced in

the effective acoustic properties (figure 5a). On the other hand, it predicts small oscillations

from the Berea data, which indicates that the chosen prior is biased towards oscillatory

curves. The Ketton curve is nearly perfectly predicted. Looking at the local elastic model,

we note a significantly better fit to the bead pack curve, telling us that the addition of trans-

verse wave data can aid in solving for highly varying S2 curves like this. Still the volume

fraction is not perfectly resolved, although within respectable margins. The Berea sample is

similarly solved for and the Ketton curve fits slightly worse. Then for the nonlocal elastic

theory, we can conclude that all samples are fitted the best. Only the Beadpack curves

deviate slightly, resulting in a different average particle size. Overall, we can thus conclude

that we can fit S2 curves from - especially elastic - wave data well.

Secondly, we conducted two additional inference test with different prior knowledge. The

first consists of assuming that the target media can be represented as a Debye random

medium, which for the S2 means that oscillations are negligible leaving a monotonically

decaying curve. In that case, the prior can be constructed as in figure 6b and the degrees of

freedom are reduced enormously; again the contrast is assumed to be known a priori. From

our samples the Berea sample is closest to a Debye random medium and hence is the one

we use here. Independent of which wave SCE theory is used, we obtain figure 10a using

Nsamples = 50000, showing a good fit with much lower uncertainty than in figure 9. The

small deviation at r ≈ 20 is due to the fact that the Berea sample can not perfectly be

represented by a Debye random medium. This result shows that with a priori knowledge of

the basis function we can accurately resolve for the two-point correlation function - greatly

reducing model variance as a result of a more restricted prior space, at the cost of potentially

introduced great bias.

Up until now we assumed fixed physical medium properties per phase. These very quan-

tities however have always been inference targets themselves, as they indicate, e.g., whether

pores are filled by either gas, water, oil or otherwise. Therefore, we will look at constrain-

ing both contrast in longitudinal wavespeed and attenuation by similarly inverting acoustic

wave properties but with fixed volume fraction (porosity) which is assumed to be known a

priori. In addition, we assume the basis function is known a priori as in the previous case

to minimize degrees of freedom (i.e., restricting the space of priors). Next to the S2, we

solve for both contrasts, where the targets values are those used in figure 5. The reason we

use the acoustic theory is that the contrast in longitudinal and transverse wave properties

differ, adding two more degrees of freedom. Also, the contrast in transverse wavespeed is
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often much larger and difficult to benchmark. The result is shown in figure 10b, where we

again see a close fit to the Berea sample, with slightly more uncertainty at small distances

caused by uncertainties in the contrast prediction. The contrasts are predicted accurately:

the MSE for wavespeed (cL1 /c
L
2 = 3) and attenuation (QL

1 /Q
L
2 = 5) are 6.2·10−5 and 5.7·10−4,

respectively.
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(a) MSE = 4.30 · 10−5 (b) MSE = 1.83 · 10−6 (c) MSE = 2.24 · 10−7

(d) MSE = 1.80 · 10−5 (e) MSE = 1.71 · 10−6 (f) MSE = 5.50 · 10−7

(g) MSE = 3.25 · 10−5 (h) MSE = 1.14 · 10−6 (i) MSE = 4.89 · 10−7

Figure 9: RF inversion results, with prediction uncertainty showed as confidence intervals and
including MSE (28) and average pore size comparison (6) for three SCE theories and three samples.
The first row shows results from acoustic theory, the second row from local elastic theory, and the
third row from the nonlocal elastic approximation. Microstructure phase properties are constant
and can be found in the main text.
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(a) MSE = 1.37 · 10−6 (b) MSE = 2.00 · 10−6

Figure 10: Two additional acoustic inversions of Berea data using different a priori constraints. In
(a) we employ an inversion similar to figure 9, but with the S2 prior distribution shown in figure
6b. In (b) we assume a fixed volume fraction and inferred both wavespeed and attenuation contrast
and the scaled autocovariance function using the distribution as in (a).

6 Discussion

In our results section we show that we can accurately infer two-point correlation functions

from effective wave data with known a priori medium phase properties, especially when

relying on the nonlocal elastic wave SCE. Here, we discuss how closely the data is fitted,

how sensitive the RF model is to hyperparameter changes, and limitations.

6.1 Data fit and feature importance

In figure 9 we observe different fits to the Bead pack S2 depending on the choice of SCE, which

are then reflected in the predicted and true models in figure 11. Interestingly, the attenuation

data is systematically fitted better than wavespeed. This makes sense, considering at the

feature importances for the local acoustic and elastic inversions (figures 8b and 8c), where

predictions are predominantly controlled by the longitudinal wave attenuation. For the

nonlocal elastic inversion, however, wavespeeds are significantly more important (figure 8d)

which as such are fitted closely at small wavelengths where a pronounced oscillation is present

- indicating that wave dispersion at the near-coherent scattering regime is an important

factor in infering microstructure information. Also, the attenuation is relatively well fitted,

with some exceptions caused by the difference in scaled autocovariance visible in figure

9. Most noticeable here however, is the fact that the wavespeeds at longer wavelengths
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are inferred with relatively larger errors, highlighting the small imperfections on predicted

volume fraction. Most likely, this is due to limitations of our chosen prior S2 distribution

- but this requires futher investigation. Moreover, it seems that both the volume fraction

and scaled autocovariance curve of the bead pack sample are not simultaneously occuring

in our prior, and that fitting the latter is prioritised. Indeed, volume fraction influences

effective wavespeeds more strongly relatively speaking (figure 5), which we observe in figure

11. Transverse wave data are fitted likewise, although play less important role in the inversion

of local elastic data. The Berea and Ketton data are shown in Appendix 8, showing similar

behaviour, but in general are better fitted.

(a) Longitudinal waves (b) Transverse waves

Figure 11: Longitudinal (a) and Transverse (b) data fit of the S2 models in figure 9 for the bead
pack sample.

6.2 RF performance

Generally RF models perform better when more estimators (trees) are used since overfitting

- or variance - can then suppressed. We can measure this using OOB samples that give

an estimate of the generalisation error. Figure 12a shows the OOB error as a function of

the amount of trees used in the RF model. We clearly observe a near-exponential decay
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with increasing tree count, which is due to the reduction of overfitting and thus variance

(equation (28)). In our problem adding more trees could help reducing the generalisation

error slightly, however the increase in computation time was found to not be worth the small

difference in performance. Figure 12b shows the importance of the prior space size. Since

the posterior completely depends on the prior (27) that is built from chosen S2 functions

from which we analytically compute effective wave properties, the prior will converge when

its size is large enough to systematically represent new data samples - or OOB samples.

Here we notice a similar error decay, continuing up until 1 million, used in our inference.

Using 1 CPU per RF model the inversions can be performed within 24 hours. However

adding more than 1 million samples did not significantly improve the results, which tells

us that the use of distinct basis functions with random perturbations (see previous section

on the joint fit of volume fraction and scaled autocovariance) rather than the prior size

hindered closer fits especially to the bead pack sample. Therefore not only the quantity

but also the quality - in terms of appropriately sampling the function space of priors - of

the prior matters. In a third OOB analysis we computed the influence of medium contrast

on the RF model performance, because larger contrasts cause larger difference between the

effective and reference wave properties. In addition, differences of attenuation due to varying

microstructure geometry, and in particular when considering hyperuniformity, are sensitive

to medium contrast (see Rechtsman and Torquato [2008] and Kim and Torquato [2020a]).

Hence our choice of cL1 /c
L
2 = 3 and QL

1 /Q
L
2 = 5 might bias the RF model as it benefits from

these larger differences when splitting data and making inferences. From figure 12c, where

we used equal contrast for wavespeed and attenuation for simplicity, we find that only for

contrasts near 1 (i.e. near homogeneity) the model is significantly worse. Therefore for most

geophysical purposes where the medium contrast is significant we assume the inversion to

have similar results as in this work.
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(a) Trees (b) Training samples (c) Medium contrast

Figure 12: Out-of-bag error for different variables. In (c) the attenuation and wavespeed contrast
is assumed to be equal.

6.3 Limitations and future work

The accuracy of the SCE theories depends on the assumptions made, which among others are

constant phase densities, and macroscopic and elastic isotropy. Allowing density variations

in the SCE is not straightforward (Kim and Torquato [2020a]), and since elastic moduli gen-

erally differ more strongly between phases we somewhat justify this assumption. Although

the acoustic theory only allows macroscopic isotropy due to the scalar equations, the elastic

theory can be extended to more complex cases. Namely, even though elastic isotropy is

necessary to decouple longitudinal and transverse waves, macroscopic anisotropy could be

accounted for and would yield the fourth-rank stiffness tensor Ce. Indeed, all theories allow,

in principle, for macroscopic isotropy and statistical anisotropy, i.e. Ce would reduce to the

effective elastic moduli as in our problem and the n-point correlation functions over which

is integrated (16, 25) depend on three directions instead of on the radial distance r. This is

because all statistically isotropic media yield macroscopic isotropy, whereas the converse is

not necessarily true (Kim and Torquato [2020a]).

An additional limitation is the use of only two-point correlations, without the addition

of higher-order descriptors. It has been shown that two-point statistics alone are not suf-

ficient to describe complex micro-heterogeneities (Gommes et al. [2012a,b]). For example,

media with similar two-point correlation functions can have significantly different effective

permeability, which can be of large importance in for instance CO2 sequestration (Mosser

et al. [2017]). It is noteworthy that the inclusion of higher order statistics would likely yield

different inversion results. Although the inversion ill-posedness of geometry for low-order de-

scriptors may decrease due to a more accurate description of multiple scattering, the results

in figures 10a and 10b can be different. On the other hand, the inclusion of higher-order
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descriptors will increase the model-parameter space for inference thus potentially adding

ill-posedness of a different kind than that present in our current examples. Moreover, one

could argue that the S2 degeneracy works in our favour in inference, as we can now restrict

the prior space to only include e.g., Debye autocovariance functions. Describing the Berea

sample with higher-order correlations would possibly not allow such a restriction since these

describe the samples more uniquely. Apart from that, the extension to a more complete set of

SMDs would benefit most geophysical applications. Only when the numerical computation

of correlation functions with n ≥ 3 will become feasible this would be possible. Alternatively

the use of two-point cluster functions as an addition to two-point correlation functions for

reconstruction purpoes can help to overcome degeneracy (Jiao et al. [2009]). The recent

proposal of n-point polytope functions can aid to constrain anisotropy in microstructures

(Chen et al. [2019]). However there are no SCE formulations available for these SMDs as of

the time of this study. Lastly, the correction term in the nonlocal elastic approximation is

far from perfect, since the scattered wave mode and the interaction between modes is not

taken into account (Kim and Torquato [2020b,a]). The most efficient way to benchmark this

theory is by numerically simulating elastic waves propagating through two-phase microstruc-

tures, which therefore is the most crucial future step forward from this work. It is expected

that such simulations more accurately account for mode interaction and therefore yield more

distinct effective wave characteristics per mode. This would add more unique data for the

RF inversion, and therefore can only improve the results found in this study.

One very interesting application of this work is to classify the degree of hyperuniformity

in materials, which seems feasible based on this work. While the samples evaluated here

are nonhyperuniform, they did show relative degrees of hyperuniformity which are captured

in the RF predictions (9). In connection to material integrity, Xu et al. [2017] showed that

stress accumulation is reduced in hyperuniform heterogeneous materials due to the excep-

tional ordering of the brittle/weak phase, resulting in a larger overall brittle strength. One

suggested workflow therefore is aiming at distinguishing hyperuniform from nonhyperuni-

form materials through classification based on AI procedures as that shown here. In that

way, we might get an estimate of which materials are weaker than others using remote ef-

fective wave observations, aiding e.g, in non-destructive testing for material failure, or in

detecting potential earthquake nucleation sites.

7 Conclusions

In this study, we infer complex microstructure information in the form of two-point corre-

lation functions from frequency-dependent effective wave data using a Random-Forest (RF)
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Bayesian approach. We analytically compute the effective wavespeed and attenuation - our

input data - for pure-mode longitudinal waves and elastic waves in the long-wavelength

regime and additionally approximations for elastic waves in the scattering regime using re-

cent strong-contrast expansions (SCEs). We find that with a priori knowledge of medium

phase properties (i.e., contrast) the microstructure geometry descriptors of a bead pack,

Berea sandstone and Ketton limestone can be accurately determined. We also show that

this is especially true when using (nonlocal) elastic wave theory. In addition, for well-known

samples, we can predict the S2 using a restriction on the prior used in the probabilistic

inversion, and when the volume fraction instead of the medium contrast is known a pri-

ori. Futher improvements could be achieved via numerical elastic wave simulations in the

scattering regime and the inclusion of higher order statistical microstructure descriptors to

account for more complex heterogeneities. Our approach paves the way to the promise of sub-

wavelength microstructure characterisation and monitoring from wave data in applications

such as acoustics, geophysics, medical imaging, non-destructive testing and meta-material

design.
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Appendix A. Statistical (an)isotropy samples

(a) Bead pack (b) Berea (c) Ketton

Figure 13: S2(r) in three directions for the samples in figure 2.

Figure 13 shows the S2 for the bead pack, Berea and Ketton samples in the x-, y- and z-

direction (r1, r2andr3, respectively). Logically, these curves overlap in the case of statistical

isotropy. Even though there will always be small differences, we can assume that both
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the bead pack and Berea samples satisfy this condition. In contrast we observe significant

anisotropy in the Ketton sample. While there is little variation in the y- and z-direction the

curve sampled in the x-direction oscillates strongly. Therefore the Ketton sample resembles

a combination of impenetrable and hard spheres, depending on the direction.

Appendix B. Strong-contrast expansion derivation

Here we derive the exact strong-contrast expansions discussed in the main text.

B.1. Pure-mode longitudinal waves

Imagine a plane longitudinal wave uL0 (r) with angular frequency ω and velocity c(r) (which

might be complex) travelling through a two-phase microstructure, obeying the scalar Helmholtz

equation: [
∇2 +

(
ω

c(r)

)2
]
u(r) = 0, (30)

where the superscript L referring to the longitudinal nature of waves is neglected for sim-

plicity, as will be done in the rest of the derivation. Also, we will use the wavenumber

formulation k2(x) = σ(r) = (ω/c(r))2. This can be rewritten, when we acknowledge the

fact that medium contrast can be interpreted as a source term, as:

[
∇2 − σq

]
u(r) = (σ(r)− σq)u(r). (31)

The solution is the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (Lippmann and Schwinger [1950]):

u(r) = u0(r) +

∫
dr′G(r, r′) [σ(r)− σq]u(r′), (32)

where G(r, r′) is the Green’s function to the Helmholtz operator in (31), given by:

G(r, r′) = − 1

3σq
δ(r − r′)− ρe

ikqr

4πr
(33)

Equation (32) can be written in linear operator form as:

U = U0 + GΦ, (34)
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where we call Φ the contrast source, given by:

Φ = (σ(r)− σq) U. (35)

Next we will extract the static part of the Green’s function, which yields the following field:

C = U0 + HΦ, (36)

in which in three dimensions, H is the dynamic part of the Green’s function, and equals:

H(r − r′) = −ρq e
i kq r

4π r
, (37)

with r = |r − r′|. Now we find an expression for the contrast source:

Φ(r) =
σ(r)− σq

1 + 1
3σq

(σ(r)− σq)
C(r). (38)

Note that this quantity is local in space. Now we take the spatial average of both fields and

assume that both are related via a constant (i.e. homogenized):

〈Φ(r)〉 = Le〈C(r)〉, (39)

where the subscript e stands for effective, and:

Le =
σe − σq

1 + 1
3σq

(σe − σq)
, (40)

where σe = (ω/ce)
2, with ce the effective velocity. Solving equation (36) iteratively yields the

following exact strong-contrast expansion for statistically homogeneous and isotropic media:

β2
pq φ

2
p β
−1
eq = φp βpq −

∞∑
n=2

A(p)
n βnpq. (41)

Here, βab = (σa − σb)/(σa + 2σb) in three dimensions and A
(p)
n are integrals over n-point

correlation functions, which for n = 2 is given in equation (16).

B.2. Deriving the effective stiffness tensor

Let us assume an incident plane wave ε0(x) with angular frequency ω propagating through a

two-phase composite. In this case we consider the full stiffness tensor - which locally equals
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C(x) = CqI(q)(x) + CpI(p)(x), using the indicator function (1) - for elastically isotropic

phases, given by

Ci = dKiΛh + 2GiΛs, (i = p, q). (42)

The hydrostatic projection tensor Λh and shear projection tensor Λs are given by

(Λh)ijkl ≡
1

3
δijδkl (43)

(Λs)ijkl ≡
1

2
(δikδjl + δilδjk)−

1

3
δijδkl (44)

with δij the Kronecker delta. The local displacement field u(x) is the solution to the following

wave equation where again q is the reference phase (Kim and Torquato [2020a]):

ω2u(x) + (cLq
2 − cTq

2
)∇(∇ · u(x)) + cTq

2∇2u(x) =∇ · P (x), (45)

When the displacement dependence on time is sinusoidally oscillating with frequency ω:

u(x, t) = u(x) exp(−iωt). P (x) is the stress polarisation field, induced by stiffness contrasts

in the medium:

P (x) ≡ 1

ρ
(C(x)−Cq) : ε(x), (46)

and clearly is only non-zero in the polarised phase p. The displacement field can then be

expressed by the following Green’s function formalism:

u(x) = u0(x) +

∫
g(q)(x− x′) · (∇ · P (x′))dx′, (47)

which can be rewritten in terms of strain when we take the symmetric part of its gradient:

ε(x) = ε0(x) +

∫
G(q)(x− x′) : (∇ · P (x′))dx′. (48)

Here G(q)(r) with r ≡ x − x′ is the fourth rank Green’s function and has a singularity at

x′ = x. Therefore it is necessary to exclude a small region around this location and integrate

equation (48) in the limit that its volume goes to zero. Therefore the total Green’s function

can be decomposed into

G(q)(r) = −D(q)δ(r) +H(q)(r), (49)

where the delta function is the dipole source, the constant tensor D(q) determines the

‘exclusion-zone’ shape around it (chosen to be spherical) and H(q)(r) contains the con-

tribution outside this region. The exact explicit expression of both tensors can be found in
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Kim and Torquato [2020a]. The linear operator form of equation (48) reads

ε = ε0 +GP (50)

Which reduces to the following equation for the ‘cavity strain field’ when we exclude contri-

butions from the exclusion zone:

f = ε0 +HP (51)

We can now express P as a function of this strain tensor:

P (x) = (L(q) I(p)(x)) : f(x) (52)

With

L(q) ≡ (Cp −Cq) / ρ : (I +D(q) : (Cp −Cq)/ρ)−1, (53)

Which is the constitutive relation arising from the influence of the polarized phase p, and

zero in phase q. Note the influence of the exclusion zone shape D(q) in this expression. Now

we can postulate the following relation by taking ensemble averages and assuming a constant

constitutive relation in space (〈·〉):

〈P 〉(x) = L(q)
e (kLq ) : 〈f〉(x), (54)

with the effective constant tensor equal to

L(q)
e (kLq ) = (Ce(k

L
q )−Cq)/ρ : (I +D(q) : (Ce(k

L
q )−Cq)/ρ)−1. (55)

Then, for macroscopically isotropic media we use this equation to obtain the following using

series expansion:

φ2
pL

(q) : (L(q)
e (kLq ))−1 = φ2

p

(
κpq

κeq(kLq )
Λh +

µpq
µeq(kLq )

Λs

)
(56)

= φpI −
∞∑
n=2

B(p)
n (kLq ) (57)

where κpq is given in the main text and κeq ≡ (Ke−Kq)/(Ke+4Gq/3). Similarly, µpq is given

in the main text and µeq ≡ (Ge−Gq)/(Ge+(3Kq/2+4Gq/3)Gq/(Kq+2Gq)). We can isolate

both the effective bulk and shear modulus from equation (56) by contracting both Λh and Λs

using quadruple inner products with the other (Torquato [1997], Kim and Torquato [2020a].

When we subsequently truncate the series after n = 2, i.e. at the two-point correlation level,
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we obtain equations (19) and (20).

Appendix C. Datafit Berea and Ketton

(a) (b)

Figure 14: Longitudinal (a) and Transverse (b) data fit of the S2 models in figure 9 for the Berea
sample.
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(a) (b)

Figure 15: Longitudinal (a) and Transverse (b) data fit of the S2 models in figure 9 for the Ketton
sample.
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